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Abstract—The myriad of sensor information that can be
collected using smartphones, wearables and other IoT devices
greatly benefits context-aware applications. These applications
rely heavily on mobile devices, present in locations of interest,
to offload raw or processed sensor data in order to accurately
capture, recognize and classify the surrounding real-time context.
However, continuous sensing and offloading of large volumes
of mainly redundant sensor data significantly impacts energyconstrained mobile devices. This results in a trade-off between
sensing accuracy and the energy consumed by these devices. We
propose the use of application-specific state machines that encode
the context of interest to determine when sensed data should
be offloaded to the cloud. Our control algorithm, ‘AssistedAggregation’ applies frequent pattern mining to reduce the
number of active devices by sharing sensed data between multiple
applications. Our evaluation shows an improvement in terms of
the residual energy of the mobile devices, the number of devices
actively offloading and the volume of the offloaded data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays embedded sensors in mobile devices have a
rich set of sensing capabilities, and have become increasingly
more sophisticated. These sensors include specialized environmental sensors (ambient light, barometers, photometers,
and thermometers), motion sensors (accelerometers, gravity
sensors and gyroscopes), positional sensors (compasses and
magnetometers) as well as general purpose sensors (microphones, proximity sensors and cameras). This has led to a
proliferation of applications that rely on mobile devices to
collect sensed data from their embedded sensors and/or from
the heterogeneous Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices present
in the physical environment, providing a personalized and
context-aware experience to the users.
Minimizing energy consumed during sensing and reporting of such sensed data continues to be an important challenge. However, the most commonly used continuous sensing
mechanism has been reported to reduce the standby time of
mobile devices from 20 hours to 6 hours [25]. To overcome
the inefficiency of this energy consumption, recent studies
of mobile sensing systems have proposed a combination of
hardware and software based energy-saving methods including
energy-accuracy trade-offs [19], low-power processors [29]
and sensing pipelines [24]. An important factor of energy
efficiency is the volume of offloaded data [14], [35]. But
few research studies assess the trade-off between the volume
of data offloaded into the cloud and the energy consumed
during sensor data collection, aggregation and dissemination.
Harnessing the ability of a mobile device to act as a travelling
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corresponding agent to interact with the IoT sensors, and with
the added benefits of mobile cloud computing techniques, we
present a collaborative mobile sensing approach with a centralized middleware architecture. By identifying the event-driven
nature of most mobile applications, we propose an algorithm
that dynamically alters the reporting rates of mobile devices
to save energy. In contrast to continuous offloading, our
approach encodes application requirements into applicationspecific state machines with reporting thresholds for different
sensors.
Our main contribution is the ‘Assisted-Aggregation’ algorithm, which creates novel consolidated state machines for
each sensor in an identified physical area of internet, embodying the thresholds specified by multiple applications. For
reducing redundancy due to overlapping streams of sensor data
from similar environments, it applies frequent pattern mining
to identify the best combination of embedded sensors in
mobile devices and available IoT sensors (within transmission
range of the mobile devices) to simultaneously satisfy the requests of multiple applications, whilst reducing the volume of
offloaded data and the number of devices that actively offload
information. Additionally, depending on the size of the consolidated state machine, the algorithm factors it into independent
smaller state machines in order to improve scalability. This
work extends our previous work [22] where we presented the
‘Info-Aggregation’ algorithm, which exploited the embeddedsensors in a mobile device to satisfy requirements of multiple
applications but assumed continuous sensing and reporting of
sensed data. Other previous work [20] explored the use of
state-machines to reduce energy consumption, but did so on
an application-by-application basis, without employing statemachine consolidation as done here. Moreover, our previous
work assumed all sensors were embedded in the mobile device
itself, whilst here we consider the augmentation of the sensing
capabilities of the mobile device with the heterogeneous IoT
sensors, as it moves through the environment. Thus, the set of
sensor types available to a mobile device typically varies over
time.
This paper is structured as follows. §II describes the related
work in the area of energy-efficient mobile sensing techniques
and collaborative sensing approaches. §III specifies our problem scenario and provides a mathematical formulation. §IV
discusses the algorithm design while §V details the experimental setup and presents our results. Finally, §VI summarizes
the paper.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
The increase of sophisticated embedded sensors has provided an attractive platform for the development of two
mobile sensing paradigms, namely participatory (involving
active user participation) and opportunistic sensing (involving
automatic collection of sensor data) [4], [5]. Several mobile
applications such as StressSense [23], CenceMe [25], NoiseTube and MobiShop [13] use these approaches to provide
situational awareness feedback to users. The integration of
sensors surrounding the user, other than those embedded in
mobile devices, has been presented in the OPPORTUNITY
framework [15]. However, as mobile applications become
increasingly dependent on sensed information, it becomes important to reduce the energy consumption during this process.
Ranging from system-level designs during continuous sensing to include low-power processors [18], [29], bidirectional
feedback pipelines [12], context correlation with association
rules [27] and sensing pipelines [24], multiple techniques
have been presented by researchers for this purpose. Furthermore, energy-accuracy trade-offs using adaptive sampling
intervals and dynamic sampling frequencies [3], [19], [32],
[36] have also been investigated. In contrast, we consider
energy-saving by adopting a state-machine driven approach
to leverage application-specific knowledge that dynamically
alters the reporting rate for the mobile device and reduces
number of cloud transmissions. Additionally, we consolidate
application-specific state machines so that sensed information
can be simultaneously provided to multiple applications as
required, reducing the volume of sensed data that is offloaded.
Other collaborative sensing techniques include iCoMe [37],
an incentive-based cooperative resource management approach
to increase service provider revenue, a broker-based mobile
cloud to present a double-sided bidding mechanism for resource sharing [40], Transient Clouds [28] a cloud-on-thefly approach for collaboration and AnonySense [6], [39]
considering privacy and threats in such systems. Additional
methods include taking advantage of computational resources
of nearby mobile devices [26], [38] and multiple access links
for collaborative downloading and gateways [1]. In contrast,
our collaborative middleware focuses on satisfying multiple
application requirements by aggregating sensor data streams
and offloading the information into the cloud for processing
by using a small number of mobile devices.
III. P ROBLEM D EFINITION
A. Scenario
We present a smart-city scenario, similar to [17], [33],
with connected infrastructure components and services like
education, healthcare, transportation etc. along with secure
smart housing. The city is modelled as a collection of interest
areas that need to be actively monitored to provide a range
of user-oriented services. This task is fulfilled by several
context-aware applications by either tracking environmental
factors like temperature, humidity, pressure and the presence
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Fig. 1. Representation of our smart city scenario showing the interaction of
the application cloud with static IoT sensors and mobile devices using WiFi
to connect to a trustworthy collaborative sensing coordination middleware.
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Fig. 2. (a) shows how one request location is covered by an active mobile
device using its own embedded sensors and available static IoT sensors in
the request location whilst offloading the collected sensor-data to the cloud
for processing using WiFi, when required; (b) shows two consolidated state
machines for sensor-types temperature and noise present for a request location.

of unwanted gases, or reacting to rising noise levels for traffic
management or promoting social interactions [13].
In this setting, as presented in Fig. 1, we identify the benefit
of installing a trusted, centralized intelligent middleware that
supports collaborative sensing, ensures content-integrity and
privacy, and provides a platform for applications with improved real-time analytics. The middleware is responsible for
receiving requests from the applications, interacting with the
applications clients and simultaneously connecting to the hundreds of embedded sensors of the mobile devices and accessible static sensors present within the interest areas. Leveraging
the ability of mobile devices to act as travelling agents, the
middleware creates an aggregation and transmission schedule
that instructs the devices to collect sensor data either from
its own sensors or from the nearby static sensors using
Bluetooth, ZigBee, or similar technologies. Depending on the
reporting constraints for the applications available within the
middleware, sensor data is transmitted as anonymous data
streams to the application cloud for further processing and
storage. Such an architecture supports both participatory and
opportunistic sensing [16] as mobile devices are able to tag
which sensors can be accessed by the middleware and adapt
to the availability of the static sensors surrounding the device.
B. Mathematical Formulation
The problem is formulated for a physical sensing area L,
composed of a set of square interest areas or request locations
for which sensed data is requested by the applications over a
duration of T seconds. An individual request location Li ∈ L
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is a set of all 2D coordinates that define the ith location in
the sensing area. After every ∆t seconds, pre-processing of the
collected sensor data is done to ensure that all requirements of
the applications have been met. For t ∈ T and k ∈ [1, T /∆t],
these time intervals are denoted by (k − 1)∆t < t < k∆t. Two
kinds of sensors have been modelled in this study that cover
a range of different sensor-types denoted by set H , namely
embedded sensors within the mobile device and static sensors
that have been installed in the request locations. We assume
that the sensed information present for any sensor does not
vary much during a time interval and does not affect how we
address the application requirements.
For each mobile device n ∈ N , we define M n ⊆ H as
the set of unique sensor-types embedded within the device.
The individual sensor-type m ∈ M n can sense data with
n volume of data (if activated)
accuracy ρnm and accumulate vm
in every time interval. The request location covered by the
mobile device is determined by the 2D position coordinates
of the device (xn (k), yn (k)), defined as a function of the time
interval k. Additionally, we also define the set Nik such that
∀n ∈ Nik , (xn (k), yn (k)) ∈ Li ∈ L for time interval k.
Each static sensor, s ∈ Si for request location Li ∈ L
contains M s ⊆ H unique sensor-types. Each individual static
sensor-type m ∈ M s can sense with accuracy ρsm and accumus volume of data (if activated) for every time interval.
late vm
These static sensors do not directly connect to the middleware
and only interact with the mobile devices present in the
request location for security reasons. This implies that only
those request locations which have at least one mobile device
present for the entire duration of the kth time interval can be
sensed for any application. For simplicity of presentation, we
assume that each request location meets this constraint and
we will cover more complex scenarios in our future work.
Fig. 2a depicts how one mobile device covers the request
location (for e.g. a house) by using its own embedded sensors
and the surrounding static sensors via Bluetooth or ZigBee
communication technologies whilst offloading the collected
sensor-data to the cloud for processing using WiFi, as needed.
The sensor-types requested by application a ∈ A are defined
by the set M a ⊆ H for which sensing is required for every
request location in the set L a ⊂ L. Applications also specify
minimum accuracy requirements ρ∗ aM and a constant sensing
time-interval which can be translated into a set of time-points
a for each sensor-type M ∈ M . The time interval k then
τM
a
contains
all
the
sensing
time-points
for all applications: thus
Ð
a
a ∈A, M ∈M a (k − 1)∆t < t ∈ τM < k∆t indicates the applications and the sensor-types for which sensed data is requested
in the time interval k. However, we determine that applications
do not require updated sensor-information at every time-point
a . This is due to our understanding that most applications
in τM
make decisions based on the information derived regarding
the context of a particular location, which is composed of
individual raw sensor readings and as such, continuous offloading of sensor data does not serve a useful purpose. Thus, we
model application-specific state machines, where the context is
encoded in each state along with a reporting threshold required

for that sensor-type. This is beneficial as it supports seamless
identification of the information required by the application.
This instructs the middleware to collect and pre-process the
a and to transmit updated
data according to time-points in set τM
sensor data to the cloud only when it crosses a reporting
threshold. For example, an application requests for temperature
readings to be sensed at a time-interval of 10 minutes, but
reported only when the temperature value crosses 7 ◦ C or
18 ◦ C. Since multiple applications request for sensed data for
the same sensor-type, individually maintaining and accessing
each state-machine in the energy-constrained mobile device
can be infeasible. Thus, the middleware creates a consolidated
state machine from all application requirements requesting
for sensor information from a particular location. We denote
the state machine for sensor-type h ∈ H from location Li
by a set of states Zhi where each state is composed of the
threshold value for that state, the state-transition rules and the
transmission rules for offloading data into the cloud. Currently,
we assume that these state machines are simplistic in nature
and only allow neighbouring state transitions. Fig. 2b depicts
two consolidated state-machines for sensor-type temperature
and noise maintained for a request location by the middleware.
At the end of each time interval k, the reporting mobile device
pre-processes the data and checks with the state machine to
decide whether it should offload the data or not.
Given the assumptions outlined above, this optimization
problem focuses on creating a trade-off between a) the selection of mobile devices offloading sensed information into
the cloud, b) the global energy consumption of the mobile
devices and c) the volume of data being offloaded into the
cloud.
1) Decision Variables: Since the number of sensors available for getting one particular sensor-type data are more than
one, we define two decision variables to identify which sensor
is being used for accessing the data for one sensor-type m
within a time-interval k. These are denoted by pkmn ∈ {0, 1}
k ∈ {0, 1} for every static
for every mobile device n and qms
sensor-type s. Additionally, for fairness and scalability, we
model the system to ensure that a single mobile device is
not always reporting and storing the entire consolidated state
machine for each request location. As such, the middleware
needs to decide a set of candidate reporting devices and factor
the state machine, so that each candidate reporting device has
a part of the state machine. For this purpose, a mobile device is
considered active if it is responsible for reporting the sensed
data to the application for one or more sensor-types during
time interval k. This is indicated by the decision variable
ynk ∈ {0, 1} which is equal to one if the device is a candidate
reporting device.
2) Constraints: We define constraints relating to the sensor
coverage area, accuracy and minimum device battery level as
follows.
Coverage Constraint: As stated above, each application a
has specified sensor-types M a for request locations L a that
need be covered for time interval k. This constraint ensures
that these areas have the specified sensors and at least one
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Volume of data offloaded into the cloud—A weight and
normalizing factor denoted by δ is attached to this term.
∀k ∈ [1, T /∆t], ∀a ∈ A, ∀Li ∈ L a, ∀M ∈ M a ∩ (M s ∪ M n ),
These can be expressed formally as:
∀n ∈ Nik , ∀s ∈ Si :
k
minimize
Ni , ∅
Í
k ≥ 1
T/∆t
y
k
Õ ©Õ
Õ
Õ
n
Ni
ª (4)
(Enk + Fnk + G kn ) + γ
ynk + δ
Vnk ®

(1)
n∈N
k=1 «n∈N
n∈N:ynk =1
Accuracy Constraint: The accuracy constraint for each ap¬
plication must be met by either the embedded sensors on
IV. A LGORITHM S PECIFICATION
the mobile device or the available static sensors that can be
The ‘Assisted-Aggregation’ algorithm, detailed in Algoaccessed by the mobile device for each request location. Thus,
rithm 1, focuses on aggregating the sensed data, by multiwe have:
tasking the capabilities of one mobile device, whilst ensuring
∀k ∈ [1, T /∆t], ∀a ∈ A, ∀Li ∈ L a,
that the consolidated state machine of the various sensor-types
∀n ∈ Nik : ynk = 1, ∀s ∈ Si, ∀M ∈ M a ∩ (M s ∪ M n ) :
is factored and distributed between a set of reporting devices.
ρ∗ aM ≤ max({ρnM } ∪ {ρsM })
(2) This leads to a reduction in redundancy of offloaded streams
pkmn = 1 =⇒ ∃k : ρ∗ aM = ρnM
of data and supports dynamic altering of the reporting rate of
k = 1 =⇒ ∃k : ρ∗ a = ρs
qms
mobile devices for better energy management.
M
M
We now describe some terminology which helps us explain
Battery Life Constraint: Energy costs are incurred by a
the flow of our algorithm. As stated before in §III, every
mobile device n related to its monitoring and sensing activities.
application requires sensed information from specific sensorWe denote Enk as the energy consumed to collect sensor data
types for request locations L a at a minimum accuracy level
from all the embedded-sensors and from the surrounding static
a with reporting thresholds
of ρ∗ aM , at sensing time-points τM
sensors during time interval k. Additionally, the device loses
based on an application-specific state machine. We use the
further energy if it is selected as a candidate reporting device
term Application-Sensor pair < a, M > to uniquely identify
for request location Í
Li and needs to pre-process
sensed data
Í
Í
this relationship. Additionally, multiple mobile devices can
k
s
n · pk +
whose volume Vnk = m∈M n vm
s ∈Si
m∈M s vm · qms .
mn
collect sensor-data either from the embedded sensors or from
First, it consumes energy to store and access a factored
the surrounding static sensors for one sensor-type for a parstate machine or part of the consolidated state machine for
ticular location. This helps us create multiple combinations
k
each of the sensor-types, which is represented by Fn =
i
of mobile devices which, combined together, cover all the

Í
Í
Í
k · y k · Í | Zm | . Next, it
φ1 · m∈M n pkmn + s ∈Si m∈M s qms
k
n
coverage constraints as specified by the Application-Sensor
y
k
n
∀n∈N
i
consumes energy to locally pre-process the data, identify the pair. We term this as a NodeSet, which refers to one such
state which might involve communication with surrounding set of mobile devices that can be used for the Applicationdevices and offload the collected sensor data which is repre- Sensor pair. We define the energy consumed for sensing by the
sented by G kn = β2 · Vnk . The battery constraint below thus NodeSet as a summation of the individual energy consumed
states that the battery level of the mobile device n at the start by the mobile devices in the set and ensure that each mobile
of time interval k, denoted bkn , is below θ of the full battery device satisfies the accuracy constraint.
The algorithm then works in the following way. First, for
level Bn . This restriction is imposed on all mobile nodes to
ensure battery availability for monitoring, sensing, local data every time interval k, we predict the mobility pattern of the
mobile devices in a look-ahead manner. We assume that the
pre-processing and information offload into the cloud.
starting position can be retrieved by the middleware using
∀n ∈ N, ∀k ∈ [0, T /∆t] :
GPS, WiFi Positioning or some similar technology. Using the
bkn >= θBn
(3) function predictLocOfMobileDevice(n,t.start, t.end) in line
5 and an instance of the mobility model, we determine the
bkn − Enk − Fnk − G kn = bk+1
n
location which is covered by the mobile device n for the
C. Objective Function
a , those
specified time interval. Next, by using the set τM
During each time interval k, a deployment has a set of Application-Sensor pairs are determined in line 7 for which
possible mobile devices with embedded sensors and static- sensing needs to be done within that time-interval. When
sensors installed within a location that are activated to pro- calculating NodeSets to satisfy the pair in line 10, a NodeSet
vide information at different accuracies for applications. Our is only considered if each mobile device in the set covers
objective function uses summation summation to balance three its current location for entire time interval k. We make an
terms within each time interval. These are:
assumption that the variance in the movement of the mobile
• Energy consumption due to sensing, local data processing
device within the interval does not affect the sensing readings
and information offload into the mobile cloud;
if it is still in a position to cover the location. Additionally,
• Number of active mobile devices in the sensing
the ability of a mobile device to communicate with all static
environment—A weight and normalizing factor denoted sensors in its surrounding area is exploited. This determines
by γ is attached to this term;
which sensor (embedded or static) should be used for every
mobile device that can offload sensed data if required:
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sensor-type according to the requested accuracy ρ∗ aM . We
make a trade-off between the cost involved in communicating
with the static sensors and accuracy of the sensor data provided
to the Application-Sensor. As such, mobile devices will access
the static sensors only if the embedded sensors in the mobile
device are unable to satisfy the accuracy constraints. The
selection of one NodeSet for every pair is made only after
calculation the frequency of every subset of mobile devices
amongst all NodeSets present in the time interval. This is
done to ensure that subsets containing devices which can sense
and report for more than one application are selected. For
this, the FP-Growth algorithm [9] is deployed, with output
available in the variable P in line 13. This widely studied
pattern mining technique [10], [11] is chosen as it enables
unsupervised learning and allows patterns to be found for
all kinds of data and large-datasets. The pseudo-code and
algorithmic descriptions for these functions are present in
[22].
Next, a base subset termed as f Set is created by concatenating all the subsets of mobile devices whose size is equal to
the largest or second largest most frequently-occurring set with
available battery (in contrast to our previous approach [22] of
selecting one such subset) in line 17. Iteratively, one NodeSet
is selected for each Application-Sensor pair that utilizes the
maximum number of mobile devices in the base subset as
defined in Function calcAppSensor in line 24. Each mobile
device in this set is then designated as a candidate reporting
device for the sensor-types that are either embedded in it
or whose data can be collected from the surrounding static
sensors. In line 28 and 29, the candidate reporting device
receives a factored state machine with a range of reporting
threshold stored in array reportT hreshold[] along with a list
of the neighbouring reporting candidates stored in array list[].
Currently, a simple parallel factoring technique is used by the
middleware to split the state machines and more complicated
techniques like those defined by Devadas et al. [7] will be
explored in our future work. After minimal pre-processing
of sensor data for its location in line 30, the device checks
whether the raw value lies within the reporting thresholds of its
factored state machine. In case the value lies outside the range
of the reporting thresholds, the device starts a one-2-many
connection with its neighbouring reporting devices in line 34
to determine whether the data needs to be offloaded. The
sensor data is offloaded using the function offloadAccToState
accordingly. Finally, the energy consumed and the volume
offloaded by each mobile device for the time interval k is
calculated using functions calcEnergyConsumption (k) and
calcVolumeOffloaded (k).
Time Complexity Analysis: We now present the worst case
running time analysis for our algorithm when each application
requests for sensed data from all sensor-types. Assuming that
the maximum number of request locations to be covered by
one application is l which contains a maximum d < |N |
mobile devices for the time interval k, the number of NodeSets
for each Application-Sensor pair will be d l . The complexity of
the Algorithm depends on the complexity of the FP-Growth

Algorithm 1 Assisted-Aggregation
1: for k=1 to T /∆t do
2:
t.start=(k − 1)∆t;
3:
t.end=k∆t;
4:
for n =1 to N do
5:
predictLocOfMobileDevice(n, t.start, t.end);
6:
end for
7:
AppSensorPairs[]=getAllAppSensorPairs(k);
8:
for AppSensor ∈AppSensorPairs[] do
9:
loc l[]=getLocs(AppSensor,k);
10:
NodeSets=CALC N ODE S ET F OR L OC(l[],k);
11:
end for
12:
Tree T=FP-T REE(NodeSets);
13:
FP P=FP-G ROWTH(T .root, null)
14:
maxSizes[]= calcTwoHighestForMostFrequent(P)
15:
for Set pinP do
16:
if p.size ∈ maxSizes[] & hasBattery(p)=true then
17:
f Set= f Set ∪ p
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
CALC A PP S ENSOR ( f Set, AppSensorPairs[]);
21: end for
22: Run calcEnergyConsumption();
23: Run calcVolumeOffloaded();
24: function CALC A PP S ENSOR ( f Set, AppSensorPairs[])
25:
for AppSensor ∈ AppSensorPairs[] do
26:
NodeSet=getSetWithMinDist(AppSensor, f Set);
27:
for all n ∈ NodeSet do
28:
reportT hreshold[]= setReportingDevice(n)
29:
list = getNeighbours(n)
30:
rawV alue= preProcess(n)
31:
if rawV alue ∈ reportT hreshold[] then
32:
offloadAcctoState()
33:
else
34:
getStateFromNeighbours(list)
35:
offloadAcctoState()
36:
end if
37:
end for
38:
end for
39: end function

algorithm is which is proportional to the number of unique
elements d · l present in the header table and the depth of the
FP-Tree. In the worst case, the tree is an unbalanced tree and
its depth is upper-bounded by d · l. Thus the complexity of
the algorithm is O(d 2 · l 2 ). Using the FP tree ensures that the
complexity is much less than searching through all possible
combinations which is 2dl .
V. E VALUATION
This section describes the performance assessment of our
algorithm, ‘Assisted-Aggregation’. The previously modelled
and studied ‘Info-Aggregation’ algorithm [21], [22] had also
identified the scope of aggregating and serving sensor data
to multiple applications from one device but the ability to
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Fig. 3. Comparative percentage difference in the number of active mobile devices between Info-Aggregation and Assisted-Aggregation vs. the total number
of mobile devices in the sensing environment for four cases using 50, 100, 150 and 200 applications. We see that in all cases Assisted-Aggregation requires
the activation of significantly fewer mobile devices.
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results in a lower level of cumulative energy use by mobile devices, due both to the lesser reporting mobile devices and to a lower number of messages with
sensed data being transmitted due to the use of aggregation.
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Fig. 5. Comparative mean percentage difference in the volume of data offloaded by two algorithms, Info-Aggregation and Assisted-Aggregation vs. total
number of mobile devices in the sensing environment over four cases using 50, 100, 150 and 200 applications. The use of aggregation and state machines
means that the Assisted-Aggregation algorithm offloads a lower volume of data than does Info-Aggregation.

tailor reporting needs of the application had not been explored. By updating the parameters for the IoT scenario, a
comparison with this algorithm enables us to quantify the
‘Assisted-Aggregation’ algorithm, which exploits the multitasking capability of a device and uses application-specific
state-machines for reporting.
A. Simulation Model
The values/parameters used to define the simulation model
are based on the scenario outlined above. The physical sensing
area is modelled using a grid (100m × 100m) subdivided into
request locations (10m × 10m), considering the dimensions of
an average house in Ireland/United Kingdom1 . This represents
our simulation study area and bounds the trajectory of each
mobile device. We have chosen the Truncated Levy-Walk
mobility model [34], represented by the tuple (l, θ, t f , t p ) to
determine the path of a mobile device. Here, l is the flight
1 How

1234

Big is a House? http://shrinkthatfootprint.com/how-big-is-a-house

length randomly picked up from a Levy distribution with
coefficient α = 1.5, θ is the angle of flight which follows
a uniform distribution, t f is the flight time, and t p is the pause
time which is Levy distributed with coefficient β = 0.5. The
truncation factors are defined as 100m and 1000s respectively
for the flight length and pause times. One instance of the
model is used to define the real path taken by the mobile
device during the simulation study while another instance is
used to predict the path taken by the mobile device for the next
time-interval. These values are motivated by the fact that the
mobile devices are within a mean value of one metre from their
original position when a time interval has elapsed. These timeintervals of ∆t = 2 minutes represent time progression within
the simulation over a total simulated duration of T = 240
minutes.
An individual run is identified by a fixed number of applications |A|, mobile devices |N | and the maximum sensortypes in a location/mobile device H , which is taken to be
equal to the maximum number of sensor-types requested by
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an application. It is further assumed that each location has
at most two static sensors with the same sensor-type. Each
of these applications, mobile devices and sensor-types are
identified by using a unique integer id and the sensor-types in a
location/mobile-device are randomly selected using a uniform
distribution.
At the beginning of every simulation run, a mobile device
is assigned a maximum energy of 5Wh2 which decreases over
time, attributed to energy for general usage, for accessing the
embedded sensors and static sensors, and for transmission
of offloaded sensed data. Every embedded sensor-type that
is accessed from this mobile-device contributes to the loss
of battery which is specific to the sensor-type. Sensirion
offers environmental sensors for mobile devices with energy
consumption as low as 2µW3 while LittleRock [29] presents
a table on power consumed by different sensor-types. We
randomly select the energy consumption for the sensor-type
in the range 0.002mW to 2.24mW [29] to cover the different
sensor-types. The percentage of decrease for general usage
of the mobile device is randomly selected. Another variable
associated with the sensor-type is the volume of sensed data
that it collects over time, this is randomly selected between 8
bits/second4 to 50 bits/second.
The static sensors in the location are accessed by the mobile
device using Bluetooth, only if the embedded sensors cannot
provide sensor data with the accuracy needed by an application. The collected data is then processed by the mobile device.
For our ‘Assisted-Aggregation’ algorithm, the reporting device
first accesses its factored state machine for that sensor to
determine whether the data needs to be offloaded. In case,
the pre-processed data is found to be beyond the reporting
thresholds saved in the device, it starts a simultaneous dialogue
with the other candidate reporting devices for the location
using WiFi-Direct [30], [31]. This supports one-2-one and
one-2-many operations over WiFi-enabled mobile devices but
does not require a WiFi access point, allowing peer-2-peer
transmissions between the mobile devices. For energy transmission calculations, the mobile device loses 0.05W [2] to
maintain WiFi connections. For accessing static sensors over
Bluetooth, interacting with the candidate reporting devices
using WiFi direct or transferring sensed data to the cloud,
we use the transmission energy as presented by Friedman et
al. [8] across Bluetooth, WiFi (ad-hoc and with access-points)
to send/receive data. We randomly select one of the communication protocols for WiFi networks(ad-hoc or access-points)
to cover different transmission channels.
Each Application-Sensor pair defines different request locations within the grid, dependant on location constraints, that
need to be covered by mobile devices. We have limited the
number of request locations to a maximum of four locations
for each pair in our study. The sensing time period and mini2 Apple

iPhone: https://www.apple.com/iphone/
New Dimensions in Environmental Sensing: http://www.
sensirion.com/en/mobile-solutions/environmental-sensing/
4 SHT2x - Digital Humidity & Temperature Sensor (RH/T) by Sensirion:
http://www.sensirion.com/en/mobile-solutions/environmental-sensing/
3 Sensirion-

mum accuracy for the pair are randomly picked from uniform
distributions. Each request location contains a consolidated
state machine for every sensor-type and it is assumed that
the probability of offloading sensor-data for an ApplicationSensor pair in a time-interval, is 20%. This assumption helps
in defining the reporting thresholds for the Application-Sensor
pair.
B. Results and Analysis
With the advent of the Internet of Things, the number of
sensors that can provide useful data and the number of contextaware applications that make use of this data is increasing.
Considering this, we varied the number of applications between 50, 100, 150 and 200 applications, requesting for sensed
data between 10, 15, 20 and 25 unique sensor-types. The number of mobile devices in our experiments that sense, collect,
pre-process and offload this sensor data is also varied in the
range of 100 to 1,000. Each experiment was run 30 times using
different random number generator seeds and the performance
of the Assisted-Aggregation algorithm in comparison with
the Info-Aggregation algorithm was recorded. The results are
presented as the percentage difference in the values for the two
algorithms in terms of the gain in residual battery values of
all mobile devices, the difference in volume of data offloaded
and the difference in the mean number of mobile devices that
report the sensed data during the planning horizon, in each
case. The boxplot representations of these results allow us to
visualize the confidence intervals as well as the distribution of
our experimentation.
Fig. 3 shows the mean reduction in the number of mobile
device reporting sensed data to the cloud while Fig. 5 shows
the mean percentage difference in the cumulative volume of
data offloaded for for the Assisted-Aggregation algorithm in
comparison to the Info-Aggregation algorithm. These results
show that more than 80% reduction can be achieved by
aggregating sensed data from mobile devices for multiple
applications and by incorporating state-machines to determine
reporting needs of these applications, for both parameters.
Additionally, this also highlights how the mean cumulative
residual energy present in mobile devices can be saved as
depicted in Fig. 4. This is attributed to the decreased number
of reporting mobile devices as well as to the fewer message
transmissions due to the use of state-machines. The effect is
amplified as the number of applications increase. Additionally,
it can also be observed that the cumulative energy gain
decreases as the number of mobile devices in the sensing
area increase. This relates to the increase in the number of
mobile devices capable of covering one location. For improved
global energy-efficiency, both algorithms select a larger set of
active mobile devices to cover application requirements, which
decreases the energy gain for Algorithm Assisted-Aggregation,
despite the difference in the number of active mobile devices
offloading sensed data between the two algorithms. Further
data analysis and model implementation for improved energyefficiency will be done as part of future work.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
The diverse collection of sensors embedded within mobile
devices or present in surrounding IoT devices is gaining
increasing interest with researchers for developing innovative context-aware applications and collaborative sensing platforms. The design of such systems highlights the important
technical challenge of optimally selecting mobile devices for
accurately satisfying application constraints in an energyefficient manner, whilst ensuring proper emulation of mobile
device movements. Our approach of using application-specific
state machines to determine reporting constraints of applications and using a revised frequent pattern mining algorithm,
‘Assisted-Aggregation’ succeeds in delivering a significant improvement in terms of energy utilisation and reducing volume
of offloaded sensed data.
A natural extension to this work is the integration of dynamically adapting sensing rates embedded into the applicationspecific state-machines for further energy improvements. Additionally, we will also study how the collaborative framework can respond and adapt to more complex state machine
diagrams, along with considering additional performance metrics apart from energy-utilization. Furthermore, enhanced data
analysis and model improvement is required to completely
understand the decrease that is noticed with cumulative energy
gain and the trends observed with the number of active devices
and volume of offloaded data, when the Info-Aggregation algorithm is compared with the Assisted-Aggregation algorithm.
Lastly, future work would include comparison with other
alternative solutions, study of network issues relating to delay/congestion and adoption of security/privacy features. This
includes, but is not limited to the identification of malicious
devices in the network, maintenance of precision of sensed
data delivered to the applications, restriction on a device to
join the network when posing a threat and ensuring encryption
techniques to ensure sensitive data is not leaked. Lastly, we
will work on machine learning strategies that understand the
application needs to automatically create/improve the state
machines along with real-data analysis.
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